Math 131 Twelve Week Survey
This is an anonymous survey. Do not put your name on it. Please answer the questions to help
me better the class.

1.) How would you rate your performance so far in this class, as far as the following are
concerned? Rate yourself on this scale. Feel free to include comments.
5 – Completely engaged
3 – Somewhat engaged
1 – Not engaged at all
a.) Participation in classroom discussions:

b.) Homework completion:

c.) Attention to classroom discussions (regardless if you participate verbally):

d.) Discussions among students about the class, not necessarily math related:

2.) How would you rate my performance so far in this class, as far as the following are
concerned? Rate me on this scale. Feel free to include comments.
5 – You are completely satisfied with my performance.
3 – You are somewhat satisfied with my performance.
1 – You are not at all satisfied with my performance.
a.) Engaging the students in the discussions:

b.) Getting students to think about the math problems:

c.) Motivating you to do the hard math on your own:

d.) Open-ness to questions and alternative ideas from students:

3.) How would you rate the performance of My Lab /Mastering (MLM, formerly known as
MyMathLab) so far in this class, as far as the following are concerned? Rate MLM on this
scale. Feel free to include comments.
5 – You are completely satisfied with the MLM performance.
3 – You are somewhat satisfied with the MLM performance.
1 – You are not at all satisfied with the MLM performance.
a.) Being available (in other words, the system is not down) when you go to do homework:
(If the system was ever down for you, please estimate how many times.)

b.) Getting students to think about the math problems:

c.) Teaching you concepts:

d.) Teaching you procedures:

e.) Understandability of the math instruction material (like the “Help me solve this” option):

4.) If you were in charge, would you keep MLM as a component of this course or would you get
rid of it? If your opinion is somewhere in the middle, please explain.

5.) Is there anything you wish I had asked on this survey? Please be specific.

6.) How can I make this class better for you? Please be specific.

